Transportation from Guangzhou Baiyun Airport to Hotel

(1) The first recommended route to the hotel is taking a taxi directly. Taxi is available near the exit of airports. The charge of taxi from the airport to the Huashi hotel is roughly 150 RMB. The time of the transport is likely to be around 40 min.

(2) The second way for reaching the hotel is to take airport express. At arrival A or B area, you can take the buses labeled as 2B to the Huashi hotel. The first stop of 2B bus is Huashi hotel. 25 RMB charge is required. The time of the transport is likely to be around 40min. The first 2B bus is available at 7:00 while the last one depends on the last arrival of the flight in that day, and the bus is available every 30 minutes.

(3) The third option is to take the Metro of Guangzhou. You take Line 3 in the airport and transfer at Tiyu Xilu to South China Normal University station. You can take a walk of 15min reaching the Huashi Hotel from exit D at South China Normal University station. Metros are usually over crowed around rush hours: 7:30 to 9:00, 16:30 to 19:00. The total time that may be spent on this route is above one hour.

The map of Metro routes in Guangzhou is shown here.